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Possession
A devilishly passionate tale of a fierce
demon captain and the mysterious young
princess he vows to protect. Their passion
will ignite the stars. As captain of the
merchant ship Marada, Sebastian has been
commissioned to deliver a curious parcel to a
ruthless pirate named Ethanule. But when a
bewitching young woman mysteriously appears
on his ship, he finds it impossible to focus
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on the joband to keep his hands off her. Held
captive most of her life, Analia makes a
desperate bid for freedom and escapes onto a
craft led by a fearsome demon who sparks her
desire, but her secrets are more dangerous
than she knows. If she is to maintain her
freedom, she must gain Sebastian's trust
while concealing her true nature.

Building and Interpreting Possession
Sentences
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
and “master of contemporary romance, with
heroes so hot they set the pages on fire”
(Gena Showalter, New York Times bestselling
author), a steamy romantic suspense novel
about arson investigator, Anne Ashburn, who
is consumed by her troubled past, her
family’s scorched legacy, and her current
case: chasing a deadly killer. Anne Ashburn
is a woman consumed… Strong-willed and brash,
Anne relished the thrill of fighting fires.
But when one risky decision at a warehouse
scene changes her life forever, she must
reinvent not only her job, but her whole
self. Despite the desire to move on, Anne
finds her new career as an arson investigator
a pale substitute for all the adrenalinefueled buzz she left behind. She doesn’t
believe she will ever feel that same allconsuming passion for a job again—until a
string of suspicious fires endangers the
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lives of her former colleagues. Danny McGuire
is the best fireman in the city but in the
midst of a personal meltdown. He’s taking
risks like never before thanks to a reckless
death wish—until he teams up with Anne to
find the fire starter. Passion flares between
them—not for the first time—but as Anne
narrows in on her target, the arsonist marks
her as the next victim in this firestorm of a
novel. With heart-pounding suspense and
sizzling romance, Consumed is a compulsively
readable novel that “you won’t be able to put
down” (USA TODAY).

Possession
The gripping, chilling thriller that will
keep you up late into the night . . . Perfect
for readers of Stephen King and Michael
Crichton. ____________________________ Nolan
Moore and his team of explorers arrive in the
remote town of Birchlake, California to
investigate its mysterious stone walls, built
by an unknown hand. Their arrival is met with
suspicion by the townspeople. And when Nolan
learns that a teenage girl has recently
disappeared without a trace, it becomes clear
there is a link between the missing girl and
the secret of the stone walls. But as Nolan
and his team are drawn into the search, a
thick fog descends on the town. Soon events
take a dark turn, and the line between
reality and imagination begins to blur,
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leaving Nolan and his team questioning their
own sanity - and fighting for their lives.
The Possession is a brilliantly unsettling,
chilling thriller about a small town with a
terrifying secret - with all of the horror of
Stephen King and the vision of Michael
Crichton. Praise for Michael Rutger's books:
'Gripping, exciting, page-turning fun' John
Connolly 'Crackles with claustrophobic
tension' Sarah Pinborough, author of BEHIND
HER EYES 'Brilliant. Thrilling, tense, dark'
C. J. Tudor, author of THE CHALK MAN

Possession
"In this, her first book, scholar Demaree C.
Peck assigns Willa Cather her rightful place
in our literary history. Challenging the
assumption that women writers must draw their
inspiration from a lineage of female
predecessors, Peck portrays Willa Cather as a
woman who self-consciously set out to write
within a male literary tradition that she
identified as Emersonian. Peck explores the
psychological underpinnings of Cather's
aesthetics to show that her theory of
stylistic economy and simplicity was
motivated by a desire to reorganize the
elements of the artistic stage exclusively
around her own romantic ego - that
"inexplicable presence of the thing not
named."" "Although Cather's protagonists
appear in various disguises, clad as
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pioneers, lawyers, or priests, they are all
incarnations of the artist who appropriates
people and places as parts of consciousness.
Cather's imaginative claimants seek to
assimilate the world as a reflection of the
self, in the way that their prototype,
Emerson's poet-landlord, enjoys a figurative
ownership of the landscape in reward for his
integrating vision. The novels offer a series
of ingenious masquerades beneath whose plots
lurk variations of a single story impelled by
the artist's quest to take imaginative
possession of the world in order to recover
the dominion of her soul. Unlike critics who
have discussed Cather's novels as a series of
discrete experiments, Peck charts the pursuit
for imaginative possession as a continuous
theme, thereby suggesting a coherence for
Cather's art and career as a whole."
"Offering original interpretations of eight
of Cather's novels in the light of previously
undiscussed letters and other biographical
materials, Peck explores the relation between
Cather's life and art to suggest that she
created her central characters as surrogates
whose imaginative accumulations could
compensate her for various dispossessing
experiences in her own life. Cather's novels
operate according to the psychological laws
of wish fulfillment. While Cather's
romanticism has its historical origin in
American transcendentalism, its psychological
origin derives from the mythic domain of
childhood. Cather's "kingdom of art"
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sanctions the dream projected upon childhood
of an original omnipotence that could cheat
fate and remain unsoiled by experience. Her
novels enact a fantasy of return to primal
wholeness. Peck suggests that the novels
serve a restorative function not only for
their author, but for Cather's readers as
well. Cather's fiction is significant, Peck
argues, because it performs an important
psychological work for its audience."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved

The Final Possession
GENERAL & LITERARY FICTION. Winner of the
1990 Booker Prize--the U.K.'s highest
literary award--Possession is a gripping and
compulsively readable novel. A.S. Byatt
exquisitely renders a setting rich in detail
and texture. Her lush imagery weaves together
the dual worlds that appear throughout the
novel--the worlds of the mind and the senses,
of male and female, of darkness and light, of
truth and imagination--into an enchanted and
unforgettable tale of love and intrigue.
Amazon.

The Imaginative Claims of the Artist in
Willa Cather's Fiction
Possession is a chilling psychological
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thriller written with Katie Lowe’s signature
“subtle, persistent, and unmistakable
creepiness” (Kirkus, on The Furies). The past
haunts her. The present hunts her. Conviction
@ConvictionPod · 1m The investigating
officer: “I’ve seen a lot of homicides in the
years since, butthat’s the one that keeps me
up at night.” The husband’s best man: “They
had everybody fooled. Or at least, she did.
But I always knew something was off.” Hannah,
the wife: “I told you. I don’t remember
anything. I don’t know.” That’s all to come,
this season, on Conviction. Get ready for our
most twisted season yet. ~~~ Ten years ago,
Hannah’s husband was brutally murdered in
their home, and she (conveniently) doesn’t
remember a thing about that night. But the
police charged someone else—a stranger—and
put him away for life. And Hannah packed up
her six-year-old daughter and left London
behind. But now her hard-won countryside
peace is threatened. Conviction, a viral true
crime podcast known for getting cases
reopened and old verdicts overturned, has
turned its attention to Hannah’s husband’s
murder for its new season. They say police
framed the man who was found guilty, and that
Hannah has more suspicious secrets than just
her memory loss: a history of volatility;
citations at the clinic where she worked as a
psychiatrist; dependencies on alcohol and
pills; and a familicidal grandmother, locked
away in a Gothic insane asylum until her
death. As Hannah loses the trust of everyone
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she loves, the only person she feels she can
confide in is a former colleague, Darcy,
who’s come back into her life—but who may
have motives of her own. But Hannah can’t
tell even Darcy her deepest secret: that
she’s still tormented by the memory of her
husband and the crater he carved through her
life.

Vacant Possession
Nobody stands in my way. My real estate
empire is my life. I've got properties on
almost every continent, and I'm not
interested in distractions from building a
massive empire. Women are necessary but
fleeting-I don't have time to remember their
names before they're out of my bed and out of
my life. Except Isabella Gabriel. From the
second she walks into my office, past my
shouting secretary, I know there's something
about her. Maybe it's her big green eyes, or
her delicious curves, or the fact that her
lips would look perfect wrapped around my
c*ck. Or maybe it's the way she gives me a
piece of her mind, her determination to save
her mother's precious apartment, or the way
she's not about to back down. I don't need
this kind of temptation-especially when she
proves she can play on my level. It's damn
foolish to stick my hand in the fire, but I
just can't let her go. Jasper Pace might be
rich, but he's scum. He's cocky, arrogant,
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and as cold-hearted as they comeso I'm not
surprised when his juggernaut of a
development company snatches my mother's
apartment building right out from underneath
me. The only thing that surprises me? The man
is f*cking gorgeous. For a monster, anyway. I
mean, his suits fit him exactly right, and
from the first moment we meet I can tell he
dresses left. The way he looks at me makes me
want to wrap my legs around him, even if what
he says makes me want to slap him. Fine. I'll
have a little fun, but only for as long as it
takes to get that building back. That's it.
No feelings. No attachments. Definitely no
love. Just hot, wild sex, all in the name of
revenge. And only revenge. Ruthless Kiss is a
steamy billionaire romance with adult
language, no cheating, and a happily ever
after that will melt your heart.

Priceless Kiss
Hailed by The New York Times Book Review as
"a gifted observer, able to discern the exact
details that bring whole worlds into being"
and "a storyteller who could keep a sultan on
the edge of his throne for a thousand and one
nights," A. S. Byatt writes some of the most
engaging and skillful novels of our time.
Time magazine calls her "a novelist of
dazzling inventiveness." Possession, for
which Byatt won England's prestigious Booker
Prize, was praised by critics on both sides
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of the Atlantic when it was first published
in 1990. "On academic rivalry and obsession,
Byatt is delicious. On the nature of
possession—the lover by the beloved, the
biographer by his subject—she is profound,"
said The Sunday Times (London). The New
Yorker dubbed it "more fun to read than The
Name of the Rose . . . Its prankish verve
[and] monstrous richness of detail [make for]
a one-woman variety show of literary styles
and types." The novel traces a pair of young
academics—Roland Michell and Maud Bailey—as
they uncover a clandestine love affair
between two long-dead Victorian poets.
Interwoven in a mesmerizing pastiche are love
letters and fairytales, extracts from
biographies and scholarly accounts, creating
a sensuous and utterly delightful novel of
ideas and passions. With an Introduction by
the author that describes the novel's origins
and its twenty-year gestation, this Modern
Library edition is a handsome keepsake for
fans of Possession—new and old alike.

The Demon's Possession
Ten years have passed since Muriel Axon was
locked away for society's protection, but
psychiatric confinement has only increased
her malice and ingenuity. At last free, she
sets into motion an intricate plan to exact
revenge on those who had her put away. Her
former social worker, Isabel, and her old
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neighbors have moved on, but Muriel, with her
talent for disguise, will infiltrate their
homes and manipulate their lives, until all
her enemies are brought together for a
gruesome finale. Hilary Mantel's razor-sharp
wit animates every page of this darkly comic
tale of retribution.

Possession
Under normal circumstances, no woman as
stunning Barbara Hilson would have trouble
finding a man. But Barbara's requirements are
far from normal. She needs someone who will
take complete control; someone who will
impose himself so strongly upon her that her
will dissolves into his. Fortunately, if she
can't find a man to give her what she wants,
Barbara has other options: an extensive
collection of bondage equipment, an
imagination that knows no bounds, and, in
Sarah, an obliging and very debauched friend.

Possession
For Derek Vale, Grimstone farm is more than
an inheritance. It’s an adventure and a
retreat all in one, and a chance to start
over. But when an affair with a seasonal
fruit-picker crosses racial lines, a
gathering scandal and an unexpected child are
only the first signs of a storm that could
rip Grimstone from its foundations.
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Possession
The fight for independent thought becomes a
matter of life or death in this sizzling and
intense conclusion to the Possession trilogy.
Vi has made her choice between Jag and Zenn,
and the resistance may have suffered for it.
But with the Thinkers as strong as ever, the
rebels still have a job to do. Vi knows
better than anyone that there’s more at stake
than a few broken hearts. But there is a
traitor among them…and the choices he makes
could lead to the total destruction of
everything Vi has fought for. Vi, Jag, and
Zenn must set their problems aside for the
resistance to have any hope of ending the
Thinkers’ reign. Their success means
everything…and their failure means death.

Surrender
It is August 18, 1634. Father Urbain
Grandier, convicted of sorcery that led to
the demonic possession of the Ursuline nuns
of provincial Loudun in France, confesses his
sins on the porch of the church of SaintPierre, then perishes in flames lit by his
own exorcists. A dramatic tale that has
inspired many artistic retellings, including
a novel by Aldous Huxley and an incendiary
film by Ken Russell, the story of the
possession at Loudun here receives a
compelling analysis from the renowned Jesuit
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historian Michel de Certeau. Interweaving
substantial excerpts from primary historical
documents with fascinating commentary, de
Certeau shows how the plague of sorceries and
possessions in France that climaxed in the
events at Loudun both revealed the deepest
fears of a society in traumatic flux and
accelerated its transformation. In this tour
de force of psychological history, de Certeau
brings to vivid life a people torn between
the decline of centralized religious
authority and the rise of science and reason,
wracked by violent anxiety over what or whom
to believe. At the time of his death in 1986,
Michel de Certeau was a director of studies
at the école des hautes études en sciences
sociales, Paris. He was author of eighteen
books in French, three of which have appeared
in English translation as The Practice of
Everyday Life,The Writing of History, and The
Mystic Fable, Volume 1, the last of which is
published by The University of Chicago Press.
"Brilliant and innovative. . . . The
Possession at Loudun is [de Certeau's] most
accessible book and one of his most
wonderful."—Stephen Greenblatt (from the
Foreword)

Strange Possession
A dark and controlling evil, far greater than
anyone could possibly imagine, has the small
town of Grandeur Falls in its grasps. With
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seventeen victims under his belt, Donavan
Wright wants nothing more than for the lovely
Claire Henley to be his next. Fourteen years
after her mysterious and sudden
disappearance, Claire returns to the only
home she has ever known. Desperate for a new
beginning, she quietly tries to rebuild her
life. Things begin to take on some semblance
of normalcy as she attends the local college
and makes new friends. When her best friend,
Maggie, gets engaged to Marcus, a professor
from the school, Claire is happy for her. Her
happiness, however, is soon marred when her
friend and study partner, Lela, is found
murdered. Claire begins to worry. Could it be
the sinister force that has followed her
since the day she left Grandeur Falls? When
Maggie also disappears, Claire knows it's not
just a coincidence. Suspicions against Claire
mount; after all, she's the only solid
connection in each case. Detective Quaid
Carrington, having worked on the most
gruesome of murders and seen eerily similar
cases, is the only man capable of clearing
her name. Unfortunately for Claire, he also
happens to be the very man whose heart she
shattered fourteen years ago. Quaid, though
he never really recovered after losing his
high school sweetheart, begrudgingly agrees
to help Claire. But as he begins to unravel
the complexities of her past, he begins to
doubt his ability to protect her from the
evil lurking, waiting to destroy her.
Together can they succeed in stopping the
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monster before Claire becomes his next
victim, or will Claire be The Final
Possession? A. M. Hunter lives in central
Texas with her husband and their six
children. The Final Possession is her first
novel.

Warlock
Self-regard, in the works of Annie Ernaux, is
always an excruciatingly painful and exact
process. Here, she revisits the peculiar kind
of self-fulfillment possible when we examine
ourselves in the aftermath of a love affair,
and sometimes, even, through the eyes of the
lost beloved.

Sweet Possession
When the ghost of a notorious killer
possesses the body of an upper class youth,
London's pre-eminent medium, Emily Chambers,
must exorcise it before the spirit goes on a
rampage. As if this isn't distraction enough,
she must fight her feelings for brooding
ghost, Jacob Beaufort, who doesn't like the
new man in her life - the handsome and very
much alive, Theodore Hyde. With reputations
and lives at stake, Emily discovers that
navigating the poorest suburbs of London in
search of the evil spirit is almost as
dangerous as finding her way in a Society
that thinks "freaks" like her belong in the
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circus.

Dark Possession
On my fourteenth birthday, I was promised to
a very wealthy man A domineering man. A
powerful man. On that day, the first of two
transactions were made with my very unloving
parents. I became his possession. Something
to own. Something to keep. An object intended
only for his desire, his pleasure, and his
indulgence. Although promised to this man, I
at least remained safe untouched pure. I was
to be his and his alone. On my eighteenth
birthday, the second transaction took place.
I escaped But he came for me. Now, I'm his.
He owns my body and my soul. And, as if all
of that wasn't enough, he wants to own my
heart too. I'm trying to resist him-trying to
fight that irresistible monster inside of
him. But, as with everything else in my life,
nothing is ever that easy.

Possession
Disgruntled fallen angel Jim Heron must
decide between saving one soul of a pair of
twin brothers who are in love with the same
woman.

Possession
A wide-ranging generative analysis of the
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typology of possession sentences, solving
long-standing puzzles in their syntax and
semantics.

Possession
‘“Caroline thinks Valmiki belongs to her . .
. People don’t easily give up what they think
are their possessions. The English never
have.”’ Anasuya, an Indian writer, meets the
wilful Lady Caroline Bell at a party and is
soon swept away by the manic energy that
surrounds her. She watches as Caroline takes
charge of Valmiki, a humble shepherd boy who
expresses himself through painting, and
whisks him away from his ragged family in a
small south Indian village to London,
introducing him to modernity, luxury and high
society. Initially dependent on Caroline,
Valmiki becomes increasingly like her,
learning the ways of the West through her
unorthodox methods. But he is also unable to
sever all connections with his past as he
depends equally on the Swamy, an ascetic who
first recognized his talent. As he grows to
become his own person, one who sees the
people and things around him as his
possessions, Valmiki questions whether
Caroline’s motives for nurturing him are
purely altruistic and turns to the Swamy for
advice. Anasuya, who has been a mute
spectator to Caroline’s games and
machinations, fears for Valmiki’s well-being
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as the Swamy and Caroline head towards an
inevitable clash of egos, one that is sure to
end in destruction. In Possession Kamala
Markandaya deftly explores the ties that bind
benefactor and artist, master and disciple,
displaying the ease with which boundaries can
blur, turning patronage into possession.

The Possession at Loudun

Ruthless Kiss
“Pretty Woman meets Indecent Proposal in
Explicitly Yours, a seductive series that’ll
leave your heart racing.”—Louise Bay, USA
Today Bestselling Author Lola Winters doesn’t
think she can escape her life as a
waitress—until she receives a shocking
proposition from a handsome stranger. Wealthy
businessman Beau Olivier is willing to do
anything to have Lola for a night. His
conditions are explicit: from sunset to
sunrise, Lola must submit all of herself to
him—body, mind, and soul. But what if Beau
doesn’t want to say goodbye in the morning? A
red-hot collection that includes four fulllength books: Possession, Domination,
Provocation, and Obsession.

Possession of the Soul
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Abandon
Dangerously close to becoming a vampire,
Manolito De La Cruz has been called back to
his Carpathian homeland - and has
unexpectedly caught the scent of his destined
lifemate, MaryAnn Delaney. MaryAnn is human
and well aware of the aggressive instincts of
Carpathian males. A counsellor for battered
women, MaryAnn has no room in her life for
someone like Manolito. But when she goes to
South America to offer guidance to a young
woman, she has no idea of the trap awaiting
her. For she's been lured there by Manolito,
who has seductive plans for the irresistible
human female. Once there, she'll be his. Once
his, she'll never be released. She is his
dark possession.

A Matter Of Possession
Personally selected by the author, an
anthology of writings from the Booker Prizewinning author features an excerpt from
Possession, as well as essays from Passions
of the Mind and selections from The Matisse
Stories, The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye,
Sugar and Other Stories, and Little Black
Book of Stories. Original. 15,000 first
printing.

Minor in Possession
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Can one woman handle a foursome made up of an
Anasazi god, a demon and an alpha werewolf as
lovers? Ever since Tabatha’s family was
murdered, she’s always faced things head-on,
but now those killers and their allies are
trying to kill her, too. As the foursome
works to solve the mystery of Tabatha’s
special purpose, Wol-itelm, Chax and Hoyt
must battle the enemy when it strikes their
home. Snakes, wayward demons, and opposing
were-clans attack Tabatha every chance they
get. All three of Tabatha’s mates must come
together to fight these enemies to save the
woman they love. Can they save her, and can
they also tame their wild female both in bed
and out of it?

Possession
Outrageous and out of control, Lyric Jones is
a spoiled pop star who lives hard and fast,
always outrunning her past and the nightmares
that haunt her. She's use to getting what she
wants-groupies included-because she can't
stand to be alone. So in bed it's the more
the merrier, even if it means closing off the
deepest part of herself . . . There is
nothing Connor Malone wants to do less than
babysit the celebratty songstress while she's
on vacation. But part of him relishes taming
the Lyric and showing her what it's like to
be possessed-body and soul-by one man. And
though Lyric's crazy antics nearly drive
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Connor to the edge, his quiet intensity
penetrates her defences, leaving them both
vulnerable to the secrets that could topple
Lyric from the stage. Maya Banks . . .
'Ignites the pages . . . Exciting erotic
romance.' The Best Reviews '[For] fans who
prefer torrid temperatures.' Midwest Book
Review 'A must-read author.' Romance Junkies

Vintage Byatt
A terrifying novel of a young man who is
willing to defy everything. Even death Fabian
Hightower has been killed in a car crash. At
least, that is what a policeman is asking
Alex, his mother to believe. But Alex knows
she saw him that morning - at a time when he
must have been dead. When the funeral is over
Alex tries hard to forget her bizarre
experience. But her mind seems to be playing
strange tricks on her, turning her grief into
horror. When she turns to a medium her worst
fears are realised. Fabian has unfinished
business and he is determined to come back.
But why? Whatever the answer, something
terrifies the medium so much she refuses to
return. Alex longs to turn to others for
support. But there is a secret about Fabian
that only she knows - a secret she must never
share 'One of the best crime writers in the
business.' Karin Slaughter 'Genuinely
frightening only Mary Shelley's Frankenstein
and Stephen King's The Shining have scared me
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as much.' Evening Standard Read more from the
multi-million copy bestselling author of the
Roy Grace novels: Possession Dreamer Sweet
Heart Twilight Prophecy Host Alchemist Denial
The Truth Faith * Each Peter James novel can
be read as a standalone*

Melusine the Serpent Goddess in A. S.
Byatt's Possession and in Mythology
Melusine the Serpent Goddess in Myth and
Literature examines how women were once
worshipped as the life force, but later
suppressed with the introduction of
monotheism and a changing attitude regarding
the sexes. It connects the literary
conception of the Melusine story to myths and
legends of the snake or dragon goddess, from
ancient to contemporary times.

The House of the Brandersons
In a world where Thinkers control the
population and Rules are not meant to be
broken, fifteen-year-old Violet Schoenfeld
must make a choice to control or be
controlled after learning truths about her
"dead" sister and "missing" father.

Possession
FROM THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR Terence Cave, owner of Cave Antiques,
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has already experienced the tragedies of his
mother's suicide and his wife's murder when
his teenage son, Reuben, is killed in a
grotesque accident. His remaining child,
Bryony, has always been the family's golden
girl and Terence comes to realise that his
one duty in life is to protect her from the
world's malign forces, whatever that may
take. But as he starts to follow his grieving
daughter's movements and enforce a draconian
set of rules, his love for Bryony becomes a
possessive force that leads to destruction.

Possession
A gripping story of buried truths, deceit,
and sudden, brutal death featuring Seattle
detective J.P. Beaumont from the New York
Times bestselling author of Betrayal of Trust
J. A. Jance Minor in Possession All manner of
sinners and sufferers come to the rehab ranch
in Arizona when they hit rock bottom. For
Seattle detective J.P. Beaumont, there is a
deeper level of Hell here: being forced to
room with teenage drug dealer Joey Rothman.
An all-around punk, Joey deserves neither
pity nor tears—until he is murdered by a
bullet fired from Beaumont’s gun. Someone has
set Beau up brilliantly for a long and
terrifying fall, dragging the alcoholic excop into a conspiracy of blood and lies that
could cost him his freedom . . . and his
life.
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Consumed
Joanne Lindstrom's camping trip to
Washington's Cascade mountains goes terribly
awry, leaving her husband dead and Joanne's
only hope for survival in the hands of a
twisted stranger. Reprint.

His Possession
Amory Mikhailov comes from the rough side of
town where her parents own a small grocery
store that's barely been paying their bills
for the past few years. When Giovanni Bianchi
sends his goons to shakedown their business,
they have no choice but to pay for his
'protection.' But when the price becomes too
high, and her father's safety is at stake,
Amory decides to make them a different offer.
Ryder Bianchi lives a charmed life. He's
spent the last several years trying to stay
out of his father's seedy business until his
dad shows up on his doorstep with a present
in the form of Amory. Giovanni tells Ryder
that he can do whatever he wants to her, and
Ryder plans to do just that. This is a
smokin' hot stand alone story. If you like
bossy men with filthy minds, then grab a copy
and find out what it's like to be His
Possession.

The Possession
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This novel about a young woman in the Midwest
who struggles to achieve the American Dream.
In her long ascent she finds herself powerful
and wealthy but not at all
happy.--Publisher's description.

The Possession
“There are people all over the world, Allen,
who’ll sell anything to anyone. You must know
that. We use those people; it’s as simple as
that. . . . I can’t tell you any more.” from
Warlock, a new novel by Perry Brass, author
of Angel Lust, The Harvest, and How to
Survive Your Own Gay Life. “Submission,
passion, power, and the kind of unleashed gay
sexuality that I like to write about — these
were the elements I wanted in my new book,
Warlock, A Novel of Possession,” says gay
poet and novelist Perry Brass. “I also wanted
to create characters that leap off the page.
I think that’s one of the problems with so
many gay books — the characters seem
interchangeable. They never have to work hard
at anything. Life for them seems like a big
cocktail party, with a play room attached. I
wanted to write about the struggle for
survival that so many of us have — and that
we try to transcend with the special gifts we
bring to our own lives. I also wanted to tell
a hell of a story, which Warlock does.” And
what is that? “Two men meet under fairly
common circumstances — in a popular gay bath
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house in Manhattan. One of them, Allen
Barrow, is sexually inhibited, has a small
penis that embarrasses him, is shy, softspoken, polite, and has a low-paying job in a
bank. His whole life will change when he
meets Destry Powars. “Powars is, indeed,
‘destiny’s child’: he is larger than life, a
true urban cowboy, sexually wild, smart,
uncouth, vulgar — from generations of
footloose losers. He has reinvented himself
over and over again and has become
spectacularly rich and successful. He has
learned the language that moves money, the
language of power, force, success at any
means. But who has taught him this, and at
what price? The price is his own goodness,
his own real soul – and he can find this
again, only by merging with Allen.” Warlock
is a book of hypnotic splendor and power,
full of gorgeous eroticism and total
suspense. If you ever wanted to find your own
“man of destiny,” who will pull you away from
the problems of your life, who will satisfy
your every wish — Warlock will tell you how
to find and recognize him, as well as make
you see the ancient and hard work of
warlocks. “I think,” Perry Brass says, “the
message of Warlock is that the business of
business is . . . often evil. Just how evil
it is, I write about in Warlock. Many of the
excesses of the last ten years are coming
back to roost. I’m glad that I have published
a very powerful gay book that deals with so
much of what we have seen, but in a way that
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is both entertaining and very moving. The
real message of this book is our own
submission to love and sexual fulfilllment —
how much we really want this and how
difficult it is to achieve, as much as we
want it. That is a message I have written
about many times, but I’m glad to do it in
this really unique way in this book.”

Possession
In Freedom, where Thinkers rule and Rules
should never be broken, Raine, daughter of
the Director, is expected to spy on her
roommate, Vi, and report back to him in case
heavy brainwashing is not enough to prevent
Vi from remembering the secrets he is anxious
to keep hidden.

Possession
Leaving her beloved home in Alaska to be with
Jack, Kelly discovers that he is from an old
Boston family who strongly disapproves of
her, causing Kelly to flee back to Alaska to
nurse her broken dreams and attempt to reopen
her father's resort.

The Possession of Mr Cave
She'll be my most priceless treasure. I'm in
the business of hunting down and acquiring
the planet's most coveted objects. Nothing
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thrills me more than finding and buying
pieces with unbelievable valueand selling
them for a massive profit. Nothinguntil she
bursts onto the scene. She might have the
world's most tantalizing body and a
smoldering look in her eyes, but she's made
it clear that I have no chance. It's a
challenge I can't turn down. I'll stop at
nothing to make her mine. He's the one person
I'll never fall for. I thought things
couldn't get any worse. Then he strolled into
the middle of my family's disaster. Things
got worse. Now he has what I want. And worst
of all? I can't get him out of my head. I
can't fall for him. I won't. Really, I won't
Priceless Kiss steamy, sweet billionaire
romance with adult language, no cheating, and
a happily ever after that will melt your
heart.

Explicitly Yours
"The mixed-media diary of a girl whose
strange illness, which doctors cannot seem to
crack, may have its origins in something dark
and ancient--an entity that takes pleasure in
controlling her mind, and her body"--
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